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  Business Quote
Never start a business
just to MAKE
MONEY
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THE MONKEY MIND
BY: DR. NUR SHAKIRA MOHD NASIR
What does it take to be an entrepreneur? Most people will say money. On the other
hand, the real culprit that hinders one from becoming an entrepreneur is the
negative thought in one’s mind. Once the monkey mind takes over, the negative
self-talk about how we are not good enough or smart enough to be an entrepreneur
may force us to stay in our comfort zone. 
   Hence, what is the monkey mind? Mainly, the stream of worries that run through
our heads. Sometimes the worries can be chaotic. They can be something from our
past, present, or future. These feelings happen due to several reasons; for example,
our past failures and regrets keep replaying over and over and as a consequence, we
are afraid to move on or try new things because we don’t want to experience failure
again. Sometimes, our pessimistic mind might tell us most small businesses fail
anyway and we don’t have the know-how to succeed, or it might remind us about
our past failures and the pain that we could experience again if we venture forth. As
a consequence, the monkey is able to prevent us from trying new things to avoid
disappointment. The worries can also come from the commitments that we are
currently responsible for, making us feel doubtful about proceeding with a new
plan. This is because the new plan may demand us to add more to the
commitments already at hand. 
   Therefore, to be an entrepreneur, managing the monkey mind is very important
because an entrepreneur is all about how the mindset and action are related. As an
entrepreneur, managing the monkey mind helps us to avoid action doubt. Study
shows the feeling of uncertainty is one of the reasons that hinder entrepreneurs
from taking action because they are not able to foresee the outcome of the decision.
Sometimes, some individuals are reluctant to be entrepreneurs despite having an
impressive business model because of action aversion.  For example, the chattering
monkey mind will keep saying that starting a business may involve too many
procedures and a lot of hassles causing some individuals to refuse to do it, not
because the idea is not feasible but because of the feeling of aversion. 
   Lastly, as entrepreneurs, we have to avoid the chattering monkey to inculcate
action fear in us. Action fear refers to the anxiety that exists within us when we are
trying to accomplish important developments for the sake of our business growth.
Action fear can be positive and negative depending on the context. For example, for
an ambitious and enthusiastic entrepreneur who always wants to be in the know of
current business trends and afraid of missing out, action fear may motivate
him/her to always take action. However, for an entrepreneur who is a non-risk
taker, action fear may cause him/her to delay implementation of the action. The
fear of loss may prevent one from turning their entrepreneurial intentions into
actions. For example, they will be more careful about their activities, especially
when they focus on potential losses rather than potential benefits. 
     In conclusion, it is very important to manage the monkey and to prevent it from
becoming dominant. Subsequently, we should try to tame the monkey so that it will















Article of The Day
BREAK FREE FROM LIMITED BELIEF




Young Living Essential Oils (YLEO)
 
I was first introduced to YLEO back in 2018 – it was love at first
scent! Young Living Essential Oils are widely known for their
aromatherapy effects and are basically an alternative for those
who wish to switch to natural products and live a healthier
lifestyle. These essential oils can also be great support for a
focused mind, body and healthy emotions. A member will also
get an advantage by distributing YL products and using their
platform to earn income.
     YLEO became very popular in 2020 when they took advantage
of the Covid-19 situation. Their sales trend went up during the
pandemic. At first, I was sceptical with the Multi-Level
Marketing (MLM) industry as my idea of a business is to start my
own brand which I have been doing for the past few years. But an
integral part to being an entrepreneur is not being afraid to try ...
and fail. I had a mind for business since I was young – not once
in this industry – but that a lot had set me on the path to where I
am today. 
     Being in business is definitely a huge challenge. What started
as fun and easy will become tough. Roles and focus will gradually
change without us realizing it. But what’s important is to keep on
walking through this journey, embracing all the challenges and
to always trust the process. I’m glad I chose to try because I
might have missed all the acknowledgements and rewards if I
didn’t. And who would have thought that the decision to try has
resulted in my free trip to Lavender Farm in Utah, USA!
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B R A N D  A R C H E T Y P E S
Personifies the brand.
Act as persuasive tools.
Provides shared meaning and
values across culture which
signifies trust.
 
"Brand archetype defines what
a brand is, what it stands for,




Source: Siraj & Kumari 
(2011: 47-49)
S A G E :  I I U M
R U L E R :  M E R C E D E S - B E N Z
E V E R Y M A N :  I K E A
Malaysia Digital Economy Blueprint




On February 19, 2021 the Prime Minister  Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin has launched
the Malaysia Digital Economy Blueprint (MyDIGITAL) . The blueprint is designed
to accelerate digital  transformation and adoption of technologies across various
economic sectors. Below are excerpts from the blueprint.
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